WORLD RUNS OUT OF OIL!
Prices and rents double for all railroads. Subtract two from each players' roll until Scientific Progress card is drawn.

DROUGHT!
Crops fail in Kentucky, Indiana, and Illinois. No rent can be collected from these properties until the player lands on Water Works.

FIRE!
Player's nearest property catches fire and cannot collect rent until the owner of Water Works puts it out. If owned by the bank, buy it now for $150. If owned by another player, negotiate a price to put the fire out. Fires not put out spread to adjacent properties at a rate of one space per turn.

EARTHQUAKE
Players roll a die for each house or hotel. A 1 or 2 means the building has collapsed and is removed from the board.

GLOBAL WARMING
Global warming causes Atlantic, Baltic, Mediterranean, and Pacific Avenues to flood. No rents are collected until players pay a $200 insurance premium for each.

IDENTITY THEFT!
A new gamepiece claiming to be you appears and moves around the board, buying property and staying at houses and hotels with your money. This lasts for 2-12 turns, after which the property it has bought is returned to the bank.

INVASIVE SPECIES!
Player introduces an invasive species to the next three properties visited, rendering houses and hotels uninhabitable and worthless. (Property owners may rebuild)

MONEY IS SPEECH!
Supreme Court declares that money is speech. Players whose total assets fall below $1000 are not allowed to talk.

COUNTER-REVOLUTION
If the Revolution card has been drawn and has resulted in either Communism or Hypercapitalism, revert to normal game rules. If it has not been drawn, this card has no effect.
**REVOLUTION!**

Roll a die to determine new type of government, 1-2: Communism (all properties, houses, hotels, and rents are $50); 3-4: Government remains the same; 5-6: Hypercapitalism (cost of all financial transactions doubles).

**RICH GET RICHER!**

Special tax break for owner of Boardwalk and Park Place: All houses are now half-price.

**SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS!**

Roll a die to determine which properties are now free due to technological innovations: 1-2 Electric Company; 3-4: Water Works; 5-6: All Railroads.

**BANK FAILURE!**

Roll the dice to determine how many turns must be completed before the bank can perform any new transactions.

**FRACKING!**

Owners of properties where fracking is legal receive $1,000. Illinois, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Tennessee.

*Property owners pay $50/turn in long-term medical expenses for rest of game.

**CODE ORANGE**

Dangerous amounts of ground-level ozone force players younger than 13 and older than 65 to stay indoors and lose a turn.

**TICKET TO MARS**

Once this card, Drought, Fracking, Flood, Toxic Waste, Fire, Earthquake, and Bank Failure cards have been drawn, players can collectively or individually spend $5,000 to evacuate by spaceship. Anyone left on Earth loses the game.

**TOXIC WASTE SPILL**

The nearest railroad is damaged by toxic waste and becomes unusable for the remainder of the game.

**PIPELINE!**

An oil pipeline is built through all properties worth $100 or less, halving their rents. If the Gentrification card has been played, the pipeline is not built through Mediterranean Ave.